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1-INTHODUCTION

The use ot fast wave (FW) power to interact directly with electrons is a useful tool
(or central heating of high density, high temperature plasmas and for electron current drive
(CD). Direct electron heating by FW has been observed on JET and TFTR and. although FW
absorption is weak at low ii. successful electron heating and CO have been achieved on Oil I -
Di1) at Te=2-3keV. The folded waveguide (FWG)l2l is a promising new concept for ICRF
launchers having the advantage ot compact, rigid structure and very low impedance (Ey/Hz)
at the plasma edge. The FWG is particularly attractive (or FTU since loop antennas suffer
efficiency degradation at high frequency due to poloidal current decrease, whereas the RF
flux coupled by a FWG is more poloidally uniform.

Here we consider the possibility of injecting - 1 MW of FW at 433 MHz into the.
FTU-Tokamak using the FWG as a launcher. Besides testing the FWG, and studying the FW
electron heating regime, an other interesting issue of this experiment would be the study ot
possible sinergy between FW and the lower hybrd wave (LHW) at 8 GHz which is also
available on FTU. The main parameters of FTU are a»30 cm, R Q - 9 0 cm. B T » 4 - 8 T.
lp<1.5MA, ne»0.4-2.0 10 u cm- 3 .

2-FTU-FWG LOADING CALCULATION

Power supplies are available (3 Klystrons, delivering 0.6 MW each. 1 s pulse
length) on FTU at 433 MHz. At B T = 7 T this frequency corresponds to the 8 l h harmonic of
the deuterium at the plasma centre and to the 6 l n harmonic at the plasma periphery, on the
low field side. The LH resonance layer of the slow wave branch is localized at the plasma
periphery.

The toroidal dimension of the FTU port ( A Z = 8 cm. Ay=40 cm) fixes the FW
parallel wavevector ki| at the rather high value of ki|»45 nr 1 , corresponding to a toroidal

r r ^ modenumber no=40 and to ni|=5. High frequency and high magnetic field require higii
JCr 2 9 UJJ.5 density for FW propagation (kr>0) with a cutoff density given by:

a)pa2(CUt0tf)=(i)U)ce»fi||2*ne2-1)w2(n||2-1)' /2. ( 1 )
O *J "f | l n o r d e r t 0 minimize the cutoff density and increase the coupling, the poloidal refractive

index ne must be as low as possible. According to eq.(i), the power per unit antenna length
increases as a function ot the antenna poloidal extension. Therefore a single FWG is proposed
as high as the port.
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To calculate the plasma impedence a cold plasma model is assumed with an outgoing
boundary condition tar from the plasma edge. A parabolic density profile ( n o « i . i 0 1 4 cm-3

and ne<jge=1.5 1 0 ' 3 c m 3 ) matched to an exponential profile in the scrape off layer
(A.=0.6cm) has been used. Once the irnpedence is calculated, the vacuum fields distribution
inside the cavity and in front of the FWG is calculated using the MAnTIS-3D antenna code PI.

The result of the calculation is the ratio T ^ - 0.2Wm2V-2 where Pc is the coupled power

and Ec the corresponding electric field inside the FWG, calculated by the code. Up to now, the
maximum electric field achieved in a FWG before arcing was E M A X - 2 - 3 10 6 V/ml 4 ! .
Therelore -0.5 MW should be coupled to the FTU plasma at the electric field limit. This
corresponds to a power flux of 4 KWcnr2 and and a vacuum electric field in front of the
FWG Ey~1.7KVcnv'

3-POWER ABSORPTION CALCULATIONS

The real and the imaginary parts of n x are given by:

n i 2=. [ (S-n i |

lm(nj_)»0.25

. n 8 itneTe
where ( U - ^ - . 5 =

and S,D,P, in the frequency range of interest here (o)2>><oci2) read: S»-a)pi2io~2.
D=(Op8

2(o)toCe)', P=-ujp9
2<o-2 with the ordering P > D 2 » S (S~10. D-102 ,P-105). Since

a 2 ~[ (S-n i | 2 )v t he 2 / (2c 2 H 2 «:1 holds, only the second term survives in eq.(3) that
becomes:
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(1)

Wee

, 2Te
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(2)
( 3 )

lm(nJ=0.5 ni-2 3^3exp(-52) nl-~
i-j- (4)

(S-n n̂ )
where the Landau Damping dominates. Since n x scales like B T ' . lm(nj j scales like

There is a remarkable analogy between the Dlll-D and the FTU experiment, as far as
the non-dimensional parameters involved in the absorption (a)/coce, p, se) are concerned.
In particular, the corresponding set of parameters are: f=60 MHz,
B T = 1 T , n e - i . 4 1 O 1 3 c m - 3 , nn»9. Te>ikeV for Dlll-D and »*433 MHz, B T » 7 T,
n e » i -10 1 4 cm- 3 , n||=.s. Te> 3.2keV for FTU. In fig.(2) n x and Im(nx) (eq.(3» are plotted,
as a function of ^, for different FTU parameters. According to eq.(4) lm(nx) has a maximum
at £2 -3/2 corresponding to n||=6 for FTU (at Te=4keV), and n||*10 for Dlll-D (at
Te=i.5keV). On Dlll-D successful heating is observed when Te>ikeV, i.e.when the
maximum of Im(nx) starts to overlap with the maximum of launched n||-spectrum. When
this condition is (unfilled, in spite of the smallness of first pass absorption calculations.
80% of the power is estimated to be absorbed independent of the magnetic field. The non-
dependence on By suggests that multiple pass absorption occurs. Toroidal effects can upshift
n|| along the ray trajectory and therefore also the power launched at low nt( has some chance
to be absorbed.

Ftcm the analogy of the FTU experiment parameters with those of Dlll-D, we could
expect heating on FTU when launching mj-6 into the FTU plasma target previously given. In
fact, according to the Lackner-Goltardi!5! scaling for the energy confinement time, 0.5MW
of additional power, at q=3. B T = 6 T and n e = l l 0 ' 4 cm-3, lead to an increment of the central



electron temperature of 0.4Kev. Indeed the monopoie spectrum, launched by the R/VG. is
peaked at nn somewhat lower than 6 so the estimate of the FW absorbed power may be
optimistic. However, the extent to which the low n\\ are absorbed is not clear. As already
pointed out. toroidal effects can iead to an enhanced absorption of low n||. Ray tracing
calculations for FTU showed that a ray with n<t>-30, whose first pass absorption was less
than 1%, suffered 7% of power absorption after 3 ray passes. Similarly a ray with nu>»40
showed 25% absorption after few ray passes, while the first pass absorption was 7%. The
ray tracing results definitely tell us that a full wave analysis is required because several
wail reflection are needed in order to damp the rays. In a full wave cods the ni| variations are
taken into account by retaining the coupling in the me modes. A few runs have been done for
FTU with the PICESl6! code just to show the role of the me coupling (n|| upshift) in the
absorption of low no- When the me coupling is on. a higher plasma resistance is found (19
a corresponding to 30KW for a 0.18 long strap antenna at the the electric field limit) and
low no modes appear in the coupled (absorbed) spectrum.

Up to now we considered FW absorption on a maxwellian plasma target neglecting
kinetic aspects, indeed LHW strongly modifies the electron distribution function and this
may affect the absorption especially ol low nig. Quasilinear calculations of the electron
distribution function'7! show that the simultaneous application of both waves induces an
enhancement, up to a (actor 200. in the absorption of FW when these latter travel faster
than the LHW. This is due essentially to the increment of the supratherma! population
interacting wiih FW, induced by LHW. In fig.(2) the FW absorbed power is plotted as a
function of the LHW power for two values of the launched FW power. In this calculation the
power flux of the wave are calculated at r=a/2 and the absorbed power is obtained-
multiplying the power density, calculated by the code, by the volume ^ ^
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Fig.1 Re(nj_) and lm(njj vs. 5 at
a)BT-S.5T, Te-3.5keV, ne-SIO^cm-3

b)BT-7T, Te-3.5keV, n e -2 i0 1 4 cnv 3

C)8T-7T. Te-3.SkeV. n e - i i o ' 4 cm- 3 .

Fig.2: QLFP Calculations: FW absorbed
power vs PLH (n((FW=3, ,&n||FW=0.5.
n|jl-H«4i anni-H^) a t Te-3.SkeV and
n e - 1 i o 1 4 cn r 3 .



4- CONCLUSIONS

The possibility of injecting Fast Waves at 433MHz into FTU by means of a FWG has
been analyzed. In order to minimize the poloidai mode number and increase the loading per
unit poloidal length, a single FWG in a port is proposed, having a monopoie polarizing plate
with a poloidai extension of 0.4m. In this case 0.5MW are estimated to be coupled to the
plasma at the electric field limit. The monopoie spectrum extends in n$ from -60 to +60
corresponding to ni|«7.S, In spite of the smallnsss of first pass absorption (few percent)
high n|| (>5) are expected to be absorbed on FTU in analogy to what observed on Olll-D.
Furthermore there are indications, from ray tracing, full wave calculations and Fokker-
Plank calculations, that low mi (<5) may also be absorbed. 0.5MW absorbed by a typical FTU
plasma produce an increment of the central electron temperature of 400eV. Furthermore in
a LH driven plasma at relatively high density and low magnetic field. FW at low n( g
(monopoie spectrum) could enhance the current drive efficiency.
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